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“I think the comparison between art and craft is really over to a degree. Everyone has an element of
art and an element of craft in their work.” Ceramic artist Valerie Zimany is currently an assistant
professor of ceramics at Clemson University in South Carolina, USA. Her connection to Kanazawa
began when she was hosted at the Kanazawa College of Art as a Fulbright Fellow in Art
History/Ceramics. Although Zimany returned to the US after the yearlong program, she found
herself increasingly intrigued by Kanazawa’s ceramics and art scene, commenting, “If I had gone
somewhere else, like Tokyo, I might have done a year and gone home. I wanted to come back after
that year.” Zimany did indeed return two years later on a Japanese Government scholarship,
completing her MFA at Kanazawa College of Art in 2002.
Zimany’s passion is for kutani, an overglaze style local to the Kaga region that she incorporates into
much of her work. To understand Kanazawa’s special place in the art world, Zimany compared its
ceramic art to that of Arita and Kyoto, the other two famous centers for overglaze, a process in
which multiple layers of glaze or non-glaze substances such as gold leaf are applied to the ceramic
piece. Arita remains more traditional and conservative, at times using large-scale production to
generate their famous Arita-ware. Kyoto has, in recent years, embraced overglaze in a more
sculptural sense, but Zimany believes that Kanazawa holds the richest array of artists bringing new

perspectives to the overglaze process.
An artist who decided to pursue ceramics and sculpture because of the physical possibilities of
working in three dimensions, Zimany says she has a fascination with dense objects that matches
her love of kutani. Her artistic style is constantly evolving as she experiments with new techniques,
motifs, and designs. For example, her work during her three-year residency at the Utatsuyama
Craft Workshop includes experimental pieces: sculptural vessels supported on an army of
anemone-like legs and pieces reminiscent of coral for their densely packed shapes with names like
Tumble, Bramble, and Colony. Kadomatsu is an organic tangle of bamboo and bulbs; Tumble is a
cluster of pieces of children’s toys. Recently, Zimany and her husband Daniel Bare, a fellow ceramic
artist, have collaborated on exhibitions such as Episodic Clustered & Migrating (2011), creating
large-scale installations made of found objects that they coat in raw, unfired clay.
Yet Zimany’s art is not strictly contemporary. During her time at Utatsuyama, she produced small
functional kutani craft pieces like Bud Vases – Kutani Red and Gold, small vases with simple
designs in kutani red and gold glazes and wood-fired Raku-ware chawan (tea bowls) with deeply
hued glazes. She describes her more recent kutani work as having design elements rooted in the
functionality of kôgei. For example, the Chigiri-e series, some of which is displayed at the Porcelain
Fever exhibition, blends the form of dense eggplant shapes crammed into a vessel with kutani glaze
work. The surface is equally dense, with layers of gold and silver luster, ceramic decals of
traditional floral designs, anime characters and faces, graffiti-like textual designs, geometric
patterns, and the traditional raised kutani enamels.
The exhibition Porcelain Fever is the result of a Fulbright Hays Faculty Research Abroad Grant for
Zimany’s project Porcelain Fever: Contemporary Kutani Practitioners and Processes, a study of
the historical evolution and contemporary practice of kutani techniques. During a presentation on
her research, Zimany’s work caught the eye of Yuji Akimoto, director of the 21st Century Museum
of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, who suggested they meet to discuss contemporary kôgei and
kutani. Porcelain Fever: Contemporary Artists and Kutani Now is the outcome – curated by
Zimany, the exhibition was designed as a complement to Akimoto’s interest in “future kôgei,” on
display as Art Crafting the Future at the museum.
Zimany’s views on contemporary art and kôgei are reflected in both the Porcelain Fever exhibition
as well as her personal artwork: she does not see the two as opposing forces but as points on a
continuum, with the artists in the show, herself included, placed at irregular and mutable intervals.
She notes that her location on the continuum shifts based on what her current projects are, as
different styles and media work better with different content. “Ceramics isn’t defined by craft, it’s
defined by itself. Ceramics is a medium that can go anywhere, one that overlaps with craft, overlaps
with contemporary art, overlaps with design, overlaps with architecture, overlaps with industry.”
According to Zimany, Porcelain Fever “considers the intersection between historic and
contemporary Japanese ceramics through the evolution of kutani enameled porcelain in western
Japan.” In her research, Zimany has traced the path of the original kutani polychrome porcelain
(ko-kutani) to subsequent revivals, commercial production, and its “most recent, upstart
incarnation as a postmodern approach for contemporary regional artists, within the dominant
Japanese ceramics context of enduring modernist inclinations.”1 Porcelain Fever, held at the
Kanazawa Artgummi gallery, is also part of Satellite of Art Crafting Towards the Future x Kanazawa
Art Space Link, a series of shows of contemporary kôgei at eleven galleries across Kanazawa.
Although she has returned to Clemson to teach, Zimany sees another visit to Kanazawa in the
future, perhaps as a resident artist, to continue her research, or as part of an exhibition.
Furthermore, she believes that Kanazawa’s contemporary kôgei and kutani have a bright future: in
the six-year gap between completing her residency at Utatsuyama and returning for research, the
number of young ceramic and kutani artists has grown dramatically and now approaches the
medium with newfound fervor, a comment corroborated by the scope and dynamism of the art in
her show, from Akaji Ken’s graceful impressionistic designs to Tanabe Kyoko’s playful animeinspired pieces. Citing a comment once made by The New York Times art critic Roberta Smith that
“As a medium, ceramics is the new video,”2 Zimany envisions a potential bridge between kutani
and the contemporary art world, stating, “Traditional techniques and subject matter are being
reexamined in all disciplines of contemporary art. In painting, postmodernism reintroduced
representation; could this not be extended to the idiosyncratic explorations of over-glaze narrative
and imagery of contemporary Kutani artists in ceramics?” What better place for her vision than
Kanazawa, a modern city that embraces its very rich cultural past, to lead the way into the future of
kôgei?
Satellite/Art Space Link
Click here to inquire about Kutani experiences or about Kanazawa Artgummi’s latest exhibitions.
Notes
1

“Porcelain Fever: Art Gummi Catalogue.” p. 1. For more on Zimany’s work, see

www.valeriezimany.com.
2

Smith, Roberta. “‘Paul Clay.'” The New York Times. June 30, 2011. http://www.nytimes.com

/2011/07/01/arts/design/paul-clay.html
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Valerie
Zimany
Recasting the
Japanese tRadition
by elizabeth carlson

Kadomatsu, 16 in. (41 cm)
in height, slip-cast, altered
and assembled bone china,
fired to cone 9, 2005.
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Valerie Zimany, a studio ceramist
and Fellow at Lawrence University
in Appleton, Wisconsin, first traveled to Japan in 1996 on a Fulbright Fellowship after graduating
with a B.F.A. from the University
of the Arts in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was nearly ten years
before she decided it was time to
leave. Zimany was undoubtedly
influenced by the rich traditions
of Japanese culture unique to
Kanazawa, such as their delicate
Kutani porcelain, the tea ceremony
and flower arranging. Rather than
mimicking the traditional vessel
types, glazes and designs of Japanese ceramics, Zimany has developed her own vocabulary, fusing
tradition and experimentation to
develop biomorphic shapes that
resist the classifications so often
assigned to more traditional Japanese vessels. The ambiguity of her
forms strengthens their impact.
They defy the categorizations that
we so often want to assign to art,
especially ceramics: natural or artificial, traditional or contemporary,
sculptures or vessels, Japanese or
American. Instead, Zimany’s work
dwells in a space between concrete
answers, making such labels seem
useless and artificial.
Moriawase #2, 14 in. (36 cm) in height, wheel-thrown and slip-cast porcelain, glaze, fired to cone 9, 2006.
After arriving in Kanazawa, located on the Sea of Japan, Zimany
was both intrigued by this foreign culture and a bit apprehensive
ing her M.F.A. at the Kanazawa College of Art. After graduation,
about trying to integrate into it. She was expected to blend into
Zimany stayed in Kanazawa for a three-year residency at the
her new community, the ceramics department and the university,
Utatsuyama Craft Workshop. Rather than replicating Japanese
but was unable to forget that she was a foreigner. She describes a
folk traditions in her vessel types and glazes, Zimany’s work repowerful image from her first days in Kanazawa of roped trees,
flects her experience with Kanazawa—a desire to connect with
bound together for support during the snowy winter months.
another culture and unfamiliar surroundings while incorporating
The sense of cohesion and community that the scene evoked
her own background.
stayed with Zimany, which only emphasized her own sense of
Zimany’s artwork reinterprets Japanese traditions without
isolation. Soon, the people, culture and traditions of Kanazawa
completely resisting them. Her early pieces, such as Tumble,
that had initially felt so foreign began to inform her work, and
utilize casts of souvenirs associated with post-war Japanese
she developed a strong connection to the community. In fact, she
culture—cute Kewpie dolls and action figures. The casting techdecided to stay in Japan when her fellowship ended, returning in
nique implies mass production but they exist as unique artworks.
1999 on a Japanese Government Scholarship and then completWhile they have been taken apart and reassembled, the various
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Full text of article “Valerie Zimany: Recasting the Japanese Tradition,” by Dr. Elizabeth Carlson
Ceramics Monthly Magazine, November 2008

Through her work, Zimany reminds us that meaning,
form and beauty are always transforming, unable to be
contained, cast and classified.

Stroll, 14 in. (36 cm) in height, press-molded and
wheel-thrown porcelain, glaze, fired to cone 9, 2005.
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recipe

by Valerie Zimany
Mold wells are convenient for a number of reasons. They
allow you to pour more slip than your sprue (opening at
the top of the mold) can hold, so you don’t have to top off
molds. The weight of the slip will help push it into smaller
places. You can keep sprues small, using less plaster for
your molds. Any plastic funnel that fits your sprue tightly
will work, otherwise, it is simple to make a well:
1. Cut off the bottom of a 500ml bottle.
2. Invert it in a small plastic container, attaching the lip to
the bottom of the container with clay, wax or hot glue.
3. Pour in a small amount of plaster until the well base
is about 1 inch thick. This will make the well heavy enough
to be held in place via gravity on the top of your mold.
4. Clean the edges after casting with a rasp and 600+
grit wet/dry sandpaper.
Once made, your wells can fit a wide variety of molds.
In order for the well to work, the
tops of your mold must be sanded
flat and level, otherwise the wells
will leak! If you always use a well
with the same mold, it’s possible
to mark “fill lines” on the side
of the well, so even if your mold
gets progressively more damp,
you can be sure you are using
approximately the same amount
of clay for each casting.

Step 2
add dry materials while continuing to mix:

UArtS ClAy Body
(cone 6–10)
nepheline syenite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 %
grolleg (english Kaolin) . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Flint (silica) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
100 %
add: Bentonite or Macaloid . . . . . . . . 1 %

grolleg (english Kaolin) . . . . . . . . . 5500 g
nepheline syenite . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2300 g
Flint (silica) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2200 g

For cone 10, use custer feldspar instead of
nepheline syenite.

Mixing a Batch of Casting Slip from UArts Clay Body:
the water should be no more than 50% of the total weight of the dry
materials. darvan should be 0.4% of total weight. Bentonite should be
0.5% of total weight—up to 1% if desired. a batch of 10,000 grams of
dry materials, when mixed with water, makes about 5 gallons of slip.
Step 1
Blunge water and darvan with a heavy-duty drill and a squirrel-cage or jiffy
mixer. add the bentonite and continue blunging until thoroughly mixed:
Water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5000 g
darvan #7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 g
Bentonite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 g

Casting Well

Monthly Methods

parts are still connected to the doll and the action figure; it’s
difficult to separate the work from its cultural connections with
mass-produced tokens.
Zimany transitioned from casting trinkets to vegetation that she
associated with Japan and Kanazawa. Looking closely at Zimany’s
work, one notices that the protruding “legs” and biomorphic forms
are recognizable objects—bamboo and eggplants that are cast into
the works and shaped, like the Japanese tradition of flower arranging, into a sculptural composition. She recalls the sights she saw
walking daily to and from the mountaintop studio: “I searched for
the things that appeared as harbingers of spring—bamboo shoots
and other mountain vegetation. The rate at which they sprouted,
surged and grew became a source to inform my work.” Casting
local vegetation seems to arrest their growth—making a souvenir
out of something that can’t be preserved and immortalized. By
incorporating organic objects rather than store-bought souvenirs,
the meaning of her pieces becomes much more equivocal.
The forms ultimately lie somewhere in between natural objects
and man-made artworks. The invasive bamboo shoots—a nuisance
for the Japanese farmer or urban developer—are transformed into
delicate aesthetic objects in the gallery. Her vessels, in shades of
greens, blues and salmon, seem part of the natural landscape. The
identity of the vegetation disappears, as new forms sprout spores
and bubbles, emerging more as creatures than objects. Their undulating curves reference the lips of Japanese tea vessels but also

after mixing thoroughly, add up to 18g (0.2%) more darvan (no more
than 0.6% total) as needed. small amounts of water may also be added
to improve viscosity (use drops of water at a time and go slow).
Step 3
check the specific gravity of the slip. specific gravity is the measure of
the density of a substance. For liquids, we compare the density to water.
Weigh a specific volume of slip and divide that weight by the weight
of the same volume of water. the ideal result should be 1.7–1.8. this
means that the slip is 1.7–1.8 times as dense as water. Most good slips
are in the 1.75–1.78 range.
Step 4
Let the slip stand overnight (or continue mixing overnight if you have the
equipment to do so). Mix once again the next day and recheck specific
gravity before using. it is possible to use the slip right away, but waiting
helps to insure all particles are thoroughly wet. as you mix, try to avoid
causing a multitude of air bubbles by going too fast—the bubbles can
get trapped in your slip and reappear in your castings.
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